
NEW DELHI: The Indian government’s battle with
social media giants escalated yesterday with Twitter
accusing the police of “intimidation” and slamming
new IT rules that have also alarmed its peers and pri-
vacy campaigners. Critics say that Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s administration wants to stifle online
criticism in what is a huge market for Twitter, Face-
book and others. The government rejects the accu-
sations. Late Monday Indian police visited Twitter’s
offices to serve a notice to the US company over its
failure to remove a “manipulated media” label that it
had placed on a tweet by the ruling party’s
spokesman.

It followed spats earlier this year when Twitter
partially refused to comply with official requests to
remove tweets critical of contentious new farming
laws and of the government’s handling of the pan-
demic. “Right now, we are concerned by recent
events regarding our employees in India and the po-
tential threat to freedom of expression for the people
we serve,” a Twitter spokesperson said in an emailed
statement. It added that together with many in civil
society in India and around the world, Twitter has
“concerns with regards to the use of intimidation tac-
tics by the police in response to enforcement of our
global Terms of Service”. The microblogging site also

criticized “core elements” of new IT rules that came
into force on Wednesday and which have prompted
WhatsApp to launch legal action against the Indian
government.

The regulations could require social media com-
panies to trace the “first originator” of posts deemed
to undermine India’s sovereignty, state security or

“public order”. The firms and privacy activists fear
that the vagueness of the rules mean that the com-
panies could be forced to identify the author of posts
critical of the government.

‘Strive to comply’ 
Twitter expressed particular concern about the

requirement to name a compliance officer who would
then criminally liable for content, and requested at
least three more months to comply. “(Just) as we do
around the world, we will continue to be strictly
guided by principles of transparency, a commitment
to empowering every voice on the service, and pro-
tecting freedom of expression and privacy under the
rule of law,” the spokesperson said. For WhatsApp
complying with the rules would mean breaking its
cherished encryption that prevents anyone other
than the sender and receiver from being able to read
messages sent on the platform. WhatsApp in its court
filing this week said that the rules “(infringe) upon the
fundamental rights to privacy and free speech of the
hundreds of millions of citizens using WhatsApp” in
India.

A Facebook spokesperson said Tuesday it aims
to comply but needed “to discuss a few of the issues
which need more engagement with the govern-
ment”, adding that it “remains committed to peo-
ple’s ability to freely and safely express themselves
on our platform.” IT minister Ravi Shankar Prasad
said yesterday the government fully recognizes and
respects the right to privacy and that the new rules
were only to prevent “abuse and misuse of social
media.”—AFP

Millions in Australia’s 
second city ordered 
into snap lockdown
MELBOURNE: Five million people in Melbourne
were ordered into a snap week-long lockdown yes-
terday, with officials blaming Australia’s sluggish vac-
cine rollout and hotel quarantine failures for yet
another virus outbreak in the country’s second-
biggest city.

Facing a cluster of 26 cases linked to the “highly
infectious” Indian strain of COVID-19, authorities is-
sued stay-at-home orders for Melbourne and sur-
rounding Victoria state from midnight.

It is the fourth time Melbourne has been plunged
into lockdown since the pandemic began, including
nearly four months of harsh restrictions last year. The
cluster is believed to have begun with a traveller who
returned to Australia from overseas despite a manda-
tory 14-day quarantine.

The latest outbreak has intensified criticism of
flawed quarantine facilities and a national vaccine
rollout that, according to acting state Premier James
Merlino, is “not where it should be”. “If more people
were vaccinated, we might be facing a very different
set of circumstances than we are today. But sadly we
are not,” he said, pointing blame squarely at the con-
servative federal government.

Some local residents rushed to get jabbed yes-
terday, as the state opened up mass vaccination hubs
to people aged 40-49 for the first time. Jane Oliver-
Read, 56, spent more than an hour in a queue that
was “snaking around the building” in central Mel-
bourne to receive her first jab.

“I’d always planned to come in this week to have
it, so the outbreak in Melbourne has confirmed that

it’s the right thing to do,” she said. The virus has
leaked out of make-shift hotel quarantine facilities
across Australia 17 times in six months, according to
the opposition Labor party.

“If we had an alternative to hotel quarantine for
this particular variant of concern, we would not be
here today,” Merlino said. 

‘Circuit-breaker’ 
Before the lockdown was announced, thousands

of people across Melbourne were already self-iso-
lating after cases were detected at dozens of loca-
tions including two separate Aussie Rules football

matches, a series of nightclubs and a medieval battle
re-enactment. The “circuit-breaker” is designed to
allow contact tracers to get on top of cases, with res-
idents permitted to leave home only for essential rea-
sons including getting vaccinated.

Schools, pubs and restaurants are set to close,
while gatherings will be banned and mask-wearing
made mandatory.  But professional sporting fixtures
can go ahead without crowds and people living alone
can create a “single bubble” with another person.

New Zealand has already suspended its travel
bubble with Victoria and while residents are now
being shut out of other Australian states, prompting
major airlines to slash Melbourne services.

‘Wonderful and enviable’ 
In recent months, Australians had largely been

enjoying few restrictions after the country success-
fully contained the spread of coronavirus. But out-
breaks in Taiwan and Japan have underscored how
initial success containing the virus can quickly be
eroded without widespread vaccination.

So far Australia has administered about 3.7 million
vaccination doses in a population of 25 million, with
just a fraction of residents fully vaccinated. Prime
Minister Scott Morrison batted away the criticisms,
saying “no system is foolproof” and pointing to Aus-
tralia’s comparatively successful coronavirus re-
sponse globally. “We will do everything we can to
protect the lives and livelihoods of Australians, and
we have lost 910 souls to COVID already during the
course of this pandemic. Of course that is not any-
thing near what we have seen in other countries,” he
said. Morrison urged eligible Australians to get vac-
cinated, saying the “wonderful and enviable” way of
life Down Under during much of the pandemic had
led to some vaccine hesitancy. Australia has recorded
about 30,000 COVID-19 cases to date-the vast ma-
jority in Victoria during last year’s devastating sec-
ond wave. — AFP
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Twitter slams Indian police 
‘intimidation’, new IT rules

NEW DELHI: Delhi police personnel sit outside a gate of the Twitter India’s office at Crescent building
in New Delhi as police served a notice at Twitter’s offices over flagged governments tweets as ‘ma-
nipulated media’ a day before. —AFP

Critics say govt wants to stifle online criticism

Sanofi, GSK launch 
final phase of 
vaccine trials
PARIS: French pharmaceutical giant Sanofi and
Britain’s GSK announced yesterday the start of final
tests of their belated COVID vaccine as they race to
add their jab to the world’s arsenal against the pan-
demic. The companies reported positive results from
interim human trials earlier this month after a disap-
pointing outcome from initial studies last year left
France without its own vaccine, denting national pride.

Sanofi and GlaxoSmithKline yesterday started
enrolment for Phase 3 of a clinical study that will
include more than 35,000 adult volunteers at sites
in the United States, Asia, Africa and Latin America,
the firms said. The companies hope to launch their
vaccine by the end of 2021 — one year after Pfizer
and Moderna jabs were approved by regulators.
The Phase 3 trial will initially investigate the vac-
cine’s efficacy against the original coronavirus that
was first detected in Wuhan, China and then look
at its response to a variant found in South Africa.

Sanofi and GSK will also study their vaccine’s
ability to work as a booster shot in people who had
previously received another vaccine. The Phase 2
trials already showed a strong immune response
after a single shot in participants who had previ-
ously contracted the coronavirus.

“We have adapted our vaccine development
strategy based on forward-looking considerations
as the virus continues to evolve, as well as antici-
pating what may be needed in a post-pandemic
setting,” Sanofi executive vice president Thomas
Triomphe said in a statement.—AFP

MELBOURNE: People queue for a COVID-19 test in
Melbourne after five million people in Melbourne
were ordered into a snap week-long lockdown fol-
lowing another COVID-19 virus outbreak. —AFP


